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Windows batch script for loop files in a directory

Conditionally execute a command on several files. The FOR %%parameter IN (set) DO syntax of the Keyset: Set of one or more files separated by a standard delimiter. brackets (file1,file2). Wildcard characters can be used. command : The command to execute, including all parameters. This can be one command, or if you close it in
brackets, several commands, one per line. %%parameter: Replaceable parameter: for example, in a batch file, use %%G (at command prompt %G) Examples Copy one file for %%G IN (MyFile.txt) DO copy %%G d:\backups\ Copy a list of several files for %%G IN (Myfile.txt SecondFile.txt) TO copy %\backups\ %G d:\backups\ FOR
%%G IN (C:\demo files\file1.txt C:\demo files\File2.txt) DO copy %%G d:\backups\ The FOR command is mostly used to process files, but you can also process a text string: PRE %%G IN (Hello World) TO Echo %%G It is not really useful, because it is much the same as Echo Hello World Although wildcards can be used, an alternative
method of processing files is to let FOR /F process the output of the DIR /b command It can be useful when you want to use DIR options as sorting. Errorlevels The FOR command generally does not set any error errors, so the command is called. One exception is to use a wildcard character if the wildcard character does not match any
files, then for returns %ERRORLEVEL% = 5 FOR itself, set or delete Errorlevel. FOR is an internal command. Darkness reigns at the foot of the beacon ~ Japanese proverb related: FOR - Loop commands. FOR /R - Loop through files (recurse subfolders). FOR /D - Loop through several folders. FOR /L - Loop through a range of numbers.
FOR /F - Passes through items in a text file. FOR /F - Loop through command output. FORFILES - Batch processing of multiple files. GOTO - Directs the batch program to jump on the marked line. IF - Conditionally execute the command. Equivalent bash command (Linux): for - Expand words and execute copyright © 1999-2021
SS64.com Some rights reserved Conditionally execute command on several directories/folders. The FOR /D syntax [/r] %%parameter IN (folder_set) DO command key folder_set: Set of one or more folders enclosed in brackets (folder1,folder2). Wildcard characters must be used. command : The command to execute, including all
parameters. This can be one command, or if you close it in brackets, several commands, one per line. %%parameter: Replaceable parameter: in the batch file, use %%G (at command prompt %G) /r: Re-search into subfolders (see comments below) In all cases for /d, it will start searching from the current directory. Unlike other variants of
the FOR command, you folder_set include a wildcard character (either * or ?) in this field to return consistent results. In many cases, you can work around this by adding a single character exact Folder January you could enter Jana instead if any path in the folder_set contains spaces, then surround the path with double quotation marks. If
you specify the full path to any of the folders, path separators must use a backslash, not a slash. C:\Work The /d /r option is undocumented, but can be a useful combination while repeating in all subfolders, the wildcard character will only match folder/directory names (not file names). Alternatives An alternative command to the list of
folders and subfolders corresponding to a wildcard character is DIR: C:\&gt; dir /b /s /a:d C:\Work\reports* Loop through each folder programmatically, we can wrap that in the COMMAND FOR /F: C:\&gt; for /f tokens=* %G in ('dir /b /s /a:d 'C:\Work\reports*') to echo Found %G or same in batch file, with %'s doubled: for /f tokens =* %%G
in (dir /b /s /a:d 'C:\Work\reports*') is %%G Full Stop Error, although Win32 does not recognize any file or directory name that starts or ends. (period / period) it is possible to include a period in the middle of the directory name and this can cause problems with THE FOR /D. Parameter extension will treat the full stop as a file extension, so
for a directory name such as Sample 2.6.4 the output %%~nG is truncation to Sample 2.6, to return the entire folder name by using %%G or %%~nxG Example list each subfolder, under the name C:\Work\, which has a name starting with User: @Echo Off CD \Work FOR /D /r %%G in (User*) TO Echo We found %%~nxG FOR itself does
not set or delete Errorlevel. FOR is an internal command. I knew of one little LOOP DO that ran for 48 hours, cost $14,000 and did nothing ~ Balfour and Marwick Related: FOR - Loop commands. FOR - Loop through a set of files in one folder. FOR /R - Loop through files (recurse subfolders). FOR /L - Loop through a range of numbers.
FOR /F - Passes through items in a text file. FOR /F - Loop through command output. FORFILES - Batch processing of multiple files. GOTO - Directs the batch program to jump on the marked line. IF - Conditionally execute the command. Powershell: ForEach-Object - Loop for each object in the channel. Equivalent bash (Linux)
command: for - Expand words and run copyright © 1999-2021 SS64.com Some rights reserved for iterating through all files and folders, that you can use for /F delims= %%a in (dir /b/s) do echo %%, and if you want to iterate in all folders only not with files, then you can use it for /F delims= %%a in (dir /a:d /b /s) to echo %%a Where /s will
provide all results in the entire directory tree at unlimited depth. You can skip /s if you want to iterate through the contents of this folder, not their subfolder Implementation of search in iteration If you want to iterate through specific named files and folders, you can search for the name and iterate using the /F delims= loop in (dir file or folder
name /b /s)) /s)) echo %%a If you want to iterate through specific named folders/directories and not files, then use /AD in the same command for /F delims= %%a in (dir folder name /b /AD /s) to make an echo %%, and selecting one folder could run ren *.jpeg *.png I have multiple folders. I want to create a batch file that loops through all
folders and renames the files in it. For example, I have test1 and TEST2 folders inside the TEST root directory. I want to create a batch that renames all .jpeg test1 and TEST2 files to .png. FOR /R E:\TEST\ %%G v (*.jpeg) DO ren *.jpeg *.png I get an error: The system cannot find the specified file I do not understand the problem. 1 I
suppose it's fairly simple, but I have zero experience with Windows command-line utills. Basically, I have to iterate through all the files in the directory (great, if it can do sub-directories, but I can run on each of the 5 directories if necessary), get a name as a variable, and have it run C:\Program Files\ImageMagick-6.7.6-Q16\convert.exe -
compress LZW -colorspace Gray -colors 32 file_var file_var I saw dynamically naming files in the command line for the loop. I could use it (REPLACING SET... with the above command)? The space on this computer is more than limited, so I can not make a backup before starting at this stage (bad, I know). It took me a lot longer to figure
it out than it should. The following line in the batch file performs a command for each file in the directory: for %%I in (C:\*.*) in echo %%~nxI I had to overcome two obstacles to make it work: When including a command in a batch file, %signs must be duplicated compared to the syntax for executing the command directly from the command
line. The ~nx prefix of the variable name causes only the file name with the extension to be used instead of the full path. If you are looking for online mentoring for one on a related topic, you can find me on Codementor. If you need a team of experienced software engineers to help you with your project, please contact us in razum. Not all
command-line utilities allow you to run a command against multiple files, but with shell scripting and loop performance, you can supercharge any command you select. Looping is one of the strongest things you can do when programming. This allows you to apply the same logic over and over to a group of items with a minimum code. In
this tutorial you will iterate through files and use commands using bash or zsh shells. Step 1 — Circular through files You will use shell scripting loops in this tutorial. This particular flow management method is baked into the bash or zsh shell of the command line. You can use the following commands on any directory of your choice, but for



this tutorial, create a directory and some files to play around. First, create a directory: switch to a new directory: Now use the touch command to create several text files: touch file 1.txt touch file 2.txt touch file 3.txt touch file 4.txt touch file-5.txt You can also quickly create these files by extending brackets and scope: To navigate through the
directory, and then print the file name, run the following command: FILE in *; echo $FILE; done You will see the following output: Outputfile-1.txt file-2.txt file-3.txt file-4.txt file-5.txt You probably noticed that we use a wild card character there, *. This speaks for a loop to catch every single file in the directory. You can change the wild card to
file-* and target all files that started with the file, or to *.txt to grab only text files. Now that you know how to loop through files in the directory and spit out names, let's use these command files. Step 2 - Use the All Files created in the previous section to be created using the touch command and are empty, so it wouldn't be very helpful to
see how each file is catapulted. Fortunately, you can use a similar loop to insert text into each file with a single command. To insert a file name, run the following command, followed by a new insert followed by a text loop rule! to each file: for FILE v*; echo -e $FILELoops rule\! &gt; $FILE; the flag -e performed on the echo ensures that the
new lines are preserved. An exclamation point must be leaked with a backslash so that the shell does not interpret the character as a shell command. Now iterate through each file and print its contents: for FILE v*; make cat $FILE; now each file contains the file name in the first line and the universal truth about loops in the second row.
Rule outputfile-1.txt loops! File-2.txt Loops Rule! File-3.txt Loop Rule! File-4.txt Loop Rule! File-5.txt Loop Rule! To do this one step further, you can combine the following examples to first type in a file and then view its contents in one loop: for FILE v*; echo -e $FILELoops rule\! &gt; $FILE; cat $FILE; done You will see the following output:
Outputfile-1.txt Loop Rule! File-2.txt Loops Rule! File-3.txt Loop Rule! File-4.txt Loop Rule! File-5.txt Loop Rule! By separating commands with semicolons, ;, you can combine any commands you need. Now let's look at a practical example: making backup copies of files. Step 3 - Making file backups Now that you know how the loop works,
let's try something a little more real world by taking the file directory and backups that are credited with the .bak. Run the following command in the shell that creates a backup for each file: for FILE v*; have cp $FILE $FILE.bak; carried out; Now use the ls command to view each file: You will see the following Outputtotal 40K -rw-r--r-- 1
sammy sammy 29 Nov 7 18:34 file-1.txt file-1.txt 1 sammy sammy 29 Nov 7 18:41 file-1.txt.bak -rw-r--r-- 1 sammy sammy 29 Nov 7 18:34 file-2.txt -rw-r--r-- 1 sammy sammy 29 Nov 7 18:41 súbor-2.txt.bak -rw-r--r-- 1 sammy sammy 29 Nov 7 18:34 súbor-3.txt -rw-r--r-- 1 sammy sammy 29 Nov 7 18:41 súbor-3.txt.bak.txt &lt;1&gt; &lt;5&gt;
-rw-r--r-- 1 sammy sammy 29 Nov 7 18:34 file-4.txt -rw-r--r-- 1 sammy sammy 29 Nov 7 18:41 file-4.txt.bak -rw-r--r-- 29 Nov 7 18:41 file-4.txt.bak -rw-r--r-- 1 sammy sammy 29 Nov 7 18:34 file-5.txt -rw-r--r-- 1 sammy sammy 29 Nov 7 18:41 file-5.txt.bak Teraz máte presné kópie každého z vašich súborov, s príponou, ktorá naznačuje, že
sú to záložné súbory. You are not restricted to making copies in the same directory; you can specify a new path for the backup files. The following command saves backups in the /tmp/my-backups folder, provided that the directory already exists: for the FILE in *; to cp $FILE /tmp/my-backups/$FILE.bak; carried out; Backups are created in
a new location. Conclusion In this tutorial you experimented with a loop loop in your shell and used it to iterating files and using commands. Commands.
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